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Submission content: Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback on
the Draft Western City District Plan. As a life-long resident of this
district the tragedy of planning in Western Sydney is only continued by
the Plan, although there are some points of merit. It is impossible to
overlook that this is yet another plan which boldly dedicates large
areas to new development, but this determination evaporates like mist
as soon as the need to dedicate equal space for wildlife and heritage is
considered. On this side of the equation not one concrete proposal is
presented. I support the Western City District Green Grid Priority
Projects. However these have shifted to be quite explicitly urban
recreation outcomes rather than biodiversity outcomes - the vision is
'increasing access and recreational opportunities' not biodiversity
protection, and a number of projects do not even occur on green space
at all (eg 13 - Great Western Highway Penrith to Blackheath Corridor).
This should be reflected more honestly by incorporation in the
appropriate section. Even better why can we not have a plan which
presents a serious & concrete proposal to conserve land for
biodiversity & heritage? Again the plan is very willing to lock in
innumerable developments as firm & detailed committments - but not
heritage and open space. A number of the Green Grid Priority Projects
(those on the non-priority list) would make excellent contributions as



acquired public open bushland - particularly 6 (Blaxland Creek and
Bushland Reserve), 8 (Camden Park and Menangle to Georges River
Open Space Corridor), and 9 (Cranebrook to Windsor Nature Reserve
Corridor). These will never happen unless we plan them with the same
vigor & determination which is applied to planning development areas.
This is another disappointment to secure real outcomes that are
meaningful for the communities of Western Sydney. We hope that the
plan can be refined to provide genuine benefits which our communities
can embrace and work with government to deliver. Pete Ridgeway
24/22/2017


